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Abstract Temperature changes in the lower and middle stratosphere during 2001–2016 are evaluated
using measurements from GPS Radio Occultation (RO) and Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)
aboard the Aqua satellite. After downsampling of GPS-RO profiles according to the AMSU weighting
functions, the spatially and seasonally resolved trends from the two data sets are in excellent agreement. The
observations indicate that the middle stratosphere has cooled in the time period 2002–2016 at an average
rate of �0.14 ± 0.12 to �0.36 ± 0.14 K/decade, while no significant change was found in the lower
stratosphere. The meridionally and vertically resolved trends from high-resolution GPS-RO data exhibit a
marked interhemispheric asymmetry and highlight a distinct boundary between tropospheric and
stratospheric temperature change regimes matching the tropical thermal tropopause. The seasonal pattern
of trend reveals significant opposite-sign structures at high and low latitudes, providing indication of
seasonally varying change in stratospheric circulation.

Plain Language Summary Stratosphere is an important part of the Earth climate system.
Long-term change in stratospheric temperature is a key indicator of global climate change, reflecting both
natural and anthropogenic forcings. A variety of long-term observations and models indicate a cooling
throughout the stratosphere in response to ozone depletion and growing emissions of greenhouse gases.
This study exploits two independent sets of satellite observations by Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
(AMSU) and GPS radio occultation (RO). We find excellent agreement between spatially and seasonally
resolved trends from the two data sets, which provides confidence in our estimates. The observations
indicate a statistically significant global cooling in the middle stratosphere since 2001 at a mean rate of�0.14
to �0.36 K/decade and insignificant change in the lower stratosphere. The seasonal and spatial patterns of
trend provide indication of seasonally varying change in stratospheric circulation. We argue that GPS-RO
technique, featuring certain advantages over other atmospheric observing systems, provides a more detailed
view of the stratospheric temperature change thereby allowing a better understanding of the underlying
forcing mechanisms. Future RO missions will continue the existing record, potentially becoming the primary
source of information on the lower stratospheric temperature in the 21st century.

1. Introduction

Stratospheric temperature trends represent a key indicator of global climate change, reflecting both natural
and anthropogenic forcings. A variety of long-term observations and models indicate a cooling throughout
the stratosphere in response to ozone depletion and growing emissions of greenhouse gases (see reviews by
Randel et al. [2009] and Seidel et al. [2011]). While ground-based observations provide the longest records of
stratospheric temperatures, space-borne data records—spanning nearly four decades—provide global
coverage. The spatial and seasonal patterns of trend inferred from satellite observations are essential for
monitoring changes that arise from the combination of different forcings [Ramaswamy et al., 2001].

The longest satellite-based climate data records (CDR) on stratospheric temperatures are provided by opera-
tional nadir sounders measuring long-wave emission from broad atmospheric layers, defined by the appro-
priate instrument weighting functions. Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) and Microwave Sounding Unit
(MSU) flown aboard a series of NOAA polar-orbiting satellites during 1979–2005, followed by Advanced
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Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) operational since 1998, provided multidecadal observations that have lent
themselves to a number of stratospheric temperature change surveys reviewed by Seidel et al. [2011].
However, because these instruments were conceived primarily for operational weather forecasting [Randel
et al., 2009], their application for long-term climate monitoring has resulted in conflicting trend estimates
[Thompson et al., 2012]. A substantial effort has been undertaken to reconcile these differences by accounting
for time-varying biases and homogenization of data sets from different nadir sensors [Zou et al., 2014;Wang
and Zou, 2014; Zou and Qian, 2016]. The cease of SSU operation in 2006 increased the need for merging CDRs
from different sensors and fostered combined use of nadir and limb-sounding observations [McLandress
et al., 2015; Randel et al., 2016]. In addition, limb-sounding instruments provide a far more detailed informa-
tion on the vertical structure of the trends, inaccessible to nadir sounders sampling broad atmospheric layers.

The call for new stratospheric temperature CDRs is addressed by the GPS Radio Occultation (RO) technique,
providing an independent upper air record of potentially benchmark quality [Leroy et al., 2006]. GPS-RO
exploits the signals emitted by GPS satellites in a limb-sounding geometry. An intrinsic long-term stability
of measurements render RO observations particularly valuable for climate monitoring, as demonstrated in
various studies [Steiner et al., 2007; Foelsche et al., 2008; Scherllin-Pirscher et al., 2011]. Continuous ROmeasure-
ments are available since 2001, and several studies have already used these data to quantify the changes in
stratospheric temperature [Steiner et al., 2009; Ladstädter et al., 2011].

Our study advances the previous work using the most recent GPS-RO data set spanning slightly more than
15 years. The consistency of RO-based trends and their seasonal and spatial structures are verified through
comparison with Aqua AMSU observations covering roughly the same period. The overall aim is to accurately
quantify the pattern of lower and middle stratospheric temperature change in the early 21st century using
two independent CDRs.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. AMSU

AMSU is a nadir cross-scanning microwave sounder operating on board the NOAA, Aqua, and Metop satel-
lites since late 1998. AMSU channels 9–14 sample at or above the tropopause, with weighting functions peak-
ing at approximately 18, 21, 26, 31, 37, and 42 km, respectively (Figure S1 in the supporting information). Each
weighting function has a half-power vertical range of ~10 km. While Aqua and Metop platforms are kept at
nearly constant orbits, NOAA satellites drift with time, which has important implications for trend estimation
linked to solar tide effects [Keckhut et al., 2015]. For this reason, we opt to use AMSU data from Aqua, which
has the longest time series among the nondrifting satellites providing data since mid-2002.

We use the NOAA STAR Integrated Microwave Inter-Calibration Approach (IMICA) version of the data as it is
better suited for climate applications [Zou and Wang, 2011; Zou et al., 2013]. Our analysis exploits the bright-
ness temperature measurements from the inner 10 fields of view, covering a swath of ~500 km. More details
on Aqua AMSU can be found in Funatsu et al. [2016, and references therein].

2.2. GPS Radio Occultation

The GPS-RO technique provides profiles of atmospheric variables in the troposphere and lower/middle stra-
tosphere with high vertical resolution (~0.5 to 1.5 km), global geographical and full diurnal coverage, and
high accuracy (<1 K) [Steiner et al., 1999; Kursinski et al., 1997]. As demonstrated in various studies [Ho et al.,
2009; Foelsche et al., 2009, 2011], RO data from different sensors andmissions can be combined without inter-
calibration as long as the same data processing chain is used. We use RO data from the EUMETSAT RO
Meteorology Satellite Application Facility (ROM SAF). The analysis is based on a recent ROM SAF reprocessing,
which incorporates measurements from four RO missions: CHAMP [Wickert et al., 2004]; FORMOSAT-3/
COSMIC [Anthes et al., 2008]; GRACE [Beyerle et al., 2005], and Metop [Luntama et al., 2008]. The available data
covers the period from September 2001 to December 2016 and incorporates nearly 9 million quality-checked
profiles. The time span and monthly number of occultations for each mission is provided in Figure S2.

We use “dry” temperature profiles (temperatures retrieved under the assumption of negligible humidity) within
altitude range 10–35 km interpolated onto a common 0.5 km vertical grid. For constructing temperature cli-
matologies from GPS-RO data, one commonly accounts for sampling errors resulting from uneven geographi-
cal sampling. This is particularly important for the single-satellite CHAMP mission, characterized by relatively
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sparse spatial sampling. Following Foelsche et al. [2008], we estimate the sampling errors using ERA-Interim
reanalyses, by subtracting a constructed climatology based on the full set of ERA-Interim data, from a clima-
tology constructed using only ERA-Interim profiles interpolated to RO observation locations.

2.3. Setup of Data and Linear Trend Computation

The temperature anomalies for each data set are derived by averaging measurements into 5° latitude bins
before weighting the binned data by the cosine of latitude to account for the variable area of latitude bands.
The linear trends are then computed using robust regression on deseasonalized zonal-mean monthly
averages (anomalies). The robust method [Rousseeuw and Leroy, 2005] reduces the sensitivity of trend estima-
tion to strong temperature departures caused by extreme dynamical events such as sudden stratospheric
warmings. Statistical uncertainties are quoted with either ±2σ (≈95% confidence) or ±1σ (≈67% confidence).

In order to match the vertical resolution of GPS-RO with that of AMSU, the profiles of the former are vertically
averaged using weighting functions of AMSU channels 9–12 following the procedure described by
McLandress et al. [2015]. The vertical averaging was performed with the limits of integration corresponding
to the RO vertical range, i.e., 10–35 km. For intercomparison, the time period of the GPS-RO data was
restricted to the span of the available Aqua AMSU record—August 2002 through August 2016, and its zonal
coverage, 85°S to 85°N.

3. Intercomparison of Trends From AMSU and GPS-RO

Figure 1 shows the latitude variation of the trends derived from both CDRs after reduction of GPS-RO profiles
to AMSU vertical resolution. The vertically resolved trends from GPS-RO and AMSU are in remarkable agree-
ment with the differences below 0.15 K/decade for all layers (channels) and latitude bands. The errors of
AMSU and GPS-RO trends are in fair agreement, with the latter being somewhat lower in the tropical bands
and both data sets reflecting higher dynamical variability in the polar regions. Both AMSU and GPS-RO show
considerable variation of trends as a function of layer at all latitude bands except Northern Hemisphere (NH)
high latitudes. The vertical structure of the trends at middle and low latitudes exhibits stronger cooling
toward the upper layers. The largest and statistically significant (2σ level) cooling trends are observed in
the upper channels (11 and 12) at SH midlatitudes and the tropical bands. The lower channels (9 and 10)
show insignificant cooling throughout the extratropics and small but significant warming in the tropical
bands, where AMSU-9 weighting function extends well into the tropical upper troposphere.

The global trends, provided in the embedded panel in Figure 1, confirm the consistency between AMSU and
GPS-RO series, revealing nearly identical trend values with the largest difference (0.04 K/decade) correspond-
ing to channel 9. The vertical structure of the global trends is such that channel 9 shows virtually no tempera-
ture change,whereas channels 10 to 12 show little yet significant (2σ) cooling increasing in absolute valuewith
altitude from�0.14 ± 0.12 to�0.36 ± 0.14 K/decade. The good agreement between AMSU and GPS-RO trends
for channel 12 despite the incomplete coverage of this layer by GPS-RO (Figure S1) could be due partly to the
close proximity of trend values for AMSU-12 (�0.37 K/decade) and the overlying AMSU-13 (�0.39 K/decade,
not shown in Figure 1). This way, the invariant temperature trend for AMSU-12 and AMSU-13 minimizes the
effect of incomplete vertical coverage by GPS-RO on the trend estimate for channel 12.

A better insight into the data underlying the trends is provided in Figure 2, comparing the global temperature
anomalies for channel 10. The AMSU weighting function for channel 10 is entirely within the chosen vertical
range of GPS-RO data (10–35 km, Figure S1) and is therefore most suitable for comparison. The temperature
anomalies from AMSU and GPS-RO are in excellent agreement throughout the comparison period. Similar
results are obtained for the other channels (not shown). We also note that the GPS-RO and AMSU negative
trends, which corroborate each other, appear to be more pronounced at the beginning of the 15 year period.

The mean difference between the anomalies (GPS-ROminus AMSU) is 0.06 ± 0.10 K (1 standard deviation) for
channel 10 and does not exceed |0.08| ± 0.12 K for any other channel. We found that the much sparser
GPS-RO sampling during the CHAMP era (i.e., before June 2006) does not lead to larger differences between
GPS-RO and AMSU climatologies, as the mean anomaly difference for the periods of low and high sampling is
virtually the same (0.064 ± 0.12 K and 0.065 ± 0.09 K, respectively). It is noteworthy that without application of
the sampling error correction to GPS-RO data, the mean anomaly difference over the CHAMP period is nota-
bly higher and amounts to 0.1 ± 0.16 K.
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Having established the consistency between AMSU and GPS-RO temperature trends as a function of latitude
and vertical layer, we examine their seasonal structures. For that, we again focus on the data corresponding
to AMSU channel 10, which samples the lower stratosphere (LS) while being less affected by the tropical
upper troposphere than channel 9.

Figure 2. Global temperature anomalies from AMSU and GPS-RO in the vertical layer corresponding to the AMSU-10
weighting function peaking at ~21 km.

Figure 1. Vertical structure of temperature trends derived from AMSU and GPS-RO data for the period August 2002 to
August 2016. The vertical layers correspond to AMSU channels 9 to 12. The main panel displays the trends by latitude
bands (shown in the ordinates), the embedded panel displays global trends. Error bars represent 2σ uncertainty estimates.
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Figure 3 shows channel 10 trends from AMSU and GPS-RO estimated independently for each calendar month
for low- and high-latitude bands in both hemispheres. The seasonal patterns from the two data records are in
excellent agreement. The corresponding uncertainties, reflecting the variance of temperature anomalies in a
given calendar month, are largely consistent as well. Although all tropical monthly trends and a majority of
polar trends are insignificant at the 2σ level, there is a pronounced seasonality of temperature change.

The tropical trends in the NH (Figure 3b) and SH (Figure 3c) exhibit a similar seasonality with (1σ) significant
cooling in April–June and warming in September–December. The seasonal pattern of polar trends is more
pronounced and features (2σ) significant cooling of �3 to �5 K/decade during northern winter (Figure 3a)
and southern spring (Figure 3d), which is contrasted by a significant warming in the Arctic restricted to April
(Figure 3a). The summer months at polar latitudes show much smaller year-to-year variability (reflected by
the error bars) as well as near-zero change. The other channels reveal similar seasonal patterns (not shown).

4. Vertically Resolved Trends From the 15 Year GPS-RO Data Record

The consistency of two independent observational data records, as demonstrated in the previous section,
provides a certain confidence in the estimates of global and spatially (seasonally) resolved trends. It is
noteworthy that a correct AMSU-GPS-RO intercomparison would not have been possible without

Figure 3. Trends by month from AMSU and GPS-RO data for the vertical layer corresponding to channel 10 for the latitude
bands (a) 60°N–90°N; (b) 0°–30°N; (c) 30°S–0°; and (d) 90°S–60°S. Error bars represent 2σ uncertainty estimates.

Figure 4. (left) Global-mean trend fromGPS-RO for the period September 2001 to December 2016 fromGPS-RO. Blue shad-
ing represents 2σ uncertainty estimate. (right) Latitude-altitude pattern of temperature trend from GPS-RO at 1 km vertical
resolution for the same period. Contour interval is 0.1 K/decade. The gray shading conceals trends that are insignificant at the
2σ level. The solid black line indicates the climatological thermal (lapse rate) tropopause derived from the GPS-RO data.
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downsampling GPS-RO vertical profiles
to match the broad stratospheric layers
sampled by the AMSU nadir sounder.
In this section, we take advantage of
the high vertical resolution of GPS-RO
measurements spanning September
2001 to December 2016 to determine
the trend patterns at 1 km vertical
resolution inaccessible by the
nadir sounders.

Figure 4 (left) shows the vertical
structure of global-mean trends from
GPS-RO. A significant warming trend
reaching 0.29 ± 0.17 K/decade is
observed below 14 km. A change from
warming to cooling regime is found at
~18 km, and the negative trend
increases with altitude obtaining
statistical significance at ~22 km and
reaching its maximum value of
0.44 ± 0.19 K/decade at 35 km.

A better insight into the stratospheric
temperature change is provided by the
latitude-altitude section of trends, dis-
played in Figure 4 (right). The grey shad-
ing conceals the areas where the trends
are insignificant at the 2σ level. The tro-
pical thermal tropopause (black curve,
derived from GPS-RO data) highlights a
distinct boundary between tropo-
spheric and stratospheric temperature
change regimes, i.e., significant warm-
ing in the troposphere [Thorne et al.,
2010] and meridionally variable change
above the tropopause. In the lower stra-
tosphere, the trend pattern reveals two
distinct areas of warming and cooling
in the southern and northern subtro-
pics, respectively, as well as an area of

strong cooling in the NH polar region, not observed in the SH. These areas of significant temperature change
have a vertical extent of a few kilometers only and therefore cannot be correctly resolved by AMSU. In the
midstratosphere, SH cooling has a larger meridional and vertical extent compared to that in the NH.

The next step is to examine the contribution of different seasons to the observed latitude-altitude trends. The
seasonal dependence of the trend patterns is to be interpreted through consideration of the stratospheric
circulation and its relation with the temperature. There exists an out-of-phase relationship between the tro-
pical and extratropical temperature variations, which is commonly associated with the Brewer-Dobson
Circulation (BDC) [Yulaeva et al., 1994]. Driven by extratropical wave forcing, BDC draws the air upward from
the tropics and downward at middle to high latitudes, rendering the temperatures respectively cooler and
warmer than their radiative equilibrium [e.g., Shine, 1987]. The acceleration of BDC leads to additional cooling
in the lower tropical stratosphere and warming at high latitudes, whereas the opposite is true if the BDC is
weakening [e.g., Thompson and Solomon, 2005]. Because BDC is strongest in the winter and spring in both
hemispheres [e.g., Holton et al., 1995], its interannual change is most prominent during these seasons [Fu
et al., 2010; Young et al., 2012].

Figure 5. Latitude-altitude pattern of trend (in K/decade) for the period
September 2001 to December 2016 from GPS-RO for the selected
seasons/month: (a) September–October; (b) December–February; and
(c) April. The solid black line indicates the climatological thermal tropo-
pause derived from GPS-RO data.
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In the previous section, we showed that the temperature change in the lower stratosphere has a pronounced
seasonality with the trends becoming significant at 1σ or 2σ levels during winter and spring in both hemi-
spheres. Here we consider three distinct seasons where the trends by month for channel 10 (Figure 3) are
significantly different from zero at least at 1σ level—December–January–February, April and September–
October—and provide the respective latitude-altitude trend patterns in Figure 5. At 1 km vertical resolution,
the patterns reveal remarkable altitude variation of the seasonal trends. The layers of (2σ) significant cooling
and warming emerge in the tropics, that is, where the broad-resolution channel 10 trends were significant
only at 1σ level (Figures 3b and 3c).

During the early austral spring (Figure 5a) a cooling of Antarctic middle stratosphere is accompanied by a
warming in the deep tropical lower stratosphere. Given the leveling of Antarctic ozone since 1998 [Harris
et al., 2015], such pattern represents a typical signature of the weakening of SH branch of BDC. The same
inference can be drawn for NH winter, showing a cooling throughout the polar stratosphere contrasted by
a warming in the tropical LS (Figure 5b). An opposite behavior is observed in NH spring; a cooling feature
in the tropical LS extending towardmidlatitude upper layers is accompanied by a strong warming at northern
high latitudes (Figure 5c), i.e., a signature of BDC acceleration. The trend patterns for any other seasons (not
shown) do not reveal any coherent structure at the 95% confidence level.

5. Discussion and Summary

An important result of this study is the excellent agreement between AMSU and GPS-RO data records,
providing nearly identical trend values and their spatial/seasonal patterns. This is particularly remarkable
given that the GPS-RO record incorporates 10 satellite instruments, and the amount of RO observations
differs by an order of magnitude before and after 2006. Our results provide confidence in both data sets
and confirm that GPS-RO is fully suitable for accurate stratospheric temperature change detection, as already
suggested by a number of studies quoted hereinabove.

Intercomparison of lower stratospheric (A)MSU and GPS-RO climatologies by Steiner et al. [2007, 2011] and
Ladstädter et al. [2011] showed significant differences in near-global trend values of up to 0.22 K/decade,
and this discrepancy was presumed to stem from the combined MSU-AMSU data record. Here we benefit
from the single-satellite Aqua AMSU data set featuring certain advantages [Funatsu et al., 2016] andmatching
well the GPS-RO time span. After a proper setup of comparable data, the differences in the global trend
values from GPS-RO and Aqua AMSU are below 0.05 K/decade.

Various observation-based studies report that despite the leveling of ozone trends [Harris et al., 2015], the
stratosphere continued to cool in the 21st century and this change is generally associated with the increase
of greenhouse gases [Stolarski et al., 2010; Seidel et al., 2011]. However, the cooling of the middle and upper
stratosphere has slowed down after 1997 [Randel et al., 2016], whereas the trends in the lower stratosphere
have become insignificantly small [Seidel et al., 2016] most likely due to reversal of the trends in ozone
depleting substances [Polvani et al., 2017]. Our analysis of two independent CDRs suggests that the middle
stratosphere (AMSU channels 10–12) has cooled in the time period 2002–2016 at an average rate of
�0.14 ± 0.12 to �0.36 ± 0.14 K/decade, whereas the statistically significant change in the LS temperature
is restricted to certain seasons and latitudes. This inference is consistent with Randel et al. [2016] and Zou
and Qian [2016] reporting respectively �0.23 ± 0.05 and �0.25 ± 0.07 K/decade cooling for SSU-1
(corresponding roughly to AMSU channels 11 and 12) during 1998–2015 and insignificant change for
MSU-4 (corresponding to AMSU-9).

While the stratosphere’s cooling trend increasing toward its upper layers is a robust feature observed before
and after 1998 as well as during shorter periods after 2000 [McLandress et al., 2015; Funatsu et al., 2016], the
meridional and seasonal trend patterns appear highly dependent on the time period. In particular, the
season-latitude repartition of the trends (Figure 3) characteristic of Arctic cooling (warming) during boreal
winter (spring), together with Antarctic cooling during austral spring, is inverse to what was reported for
longer time periods.

Analysis of MSU-4 data spanning 1979–2008 by Fu et al. [2010] revealed a warming in the Arctic in
December–February contrasted by a cooling in spring, which was attributed to strengthening of BDC in
winter at both hemispheres and weakening of its NH counterpart in spring. A similar inference was drawn
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by Free [2011] and Young et al. [2012] from MSU-4 data over respectively 1979–2009 and 1979–2005 periods.
If the reported trend patterns are indeed representative of the seasonally variable change in BDC strength,
then the latter must have reversed its sign in the 21st century as suggested by AMSU and GPS-RO records.
The reason for this reversal is unclear, and its robustness is likely limited by the relatively short (compared
to SSU/MSU record) 16 year period of GPS-RO observations. Nevertheless, we note that the coherent trend
patterns during 2001–2016, presumably reflecting the dynamical change, are statistically significant at 2σ
level. Interestingly, Randel et al. [2016] showed that the seasonal pattern of trend becomes mostly insignifi-
cant after extension of MSU-4 record to 2015, whereas Osso et al. [2015] concluded that MSU/SSU observa-
tions since 1979 do not reveal any significant trends in BDC.

The complexity of spatial and seasonal structures of stratospheric temperature trend and their dependence
on the time period are caused by a combination of different forcings, both natural and anthropogenic. These
are carbon dioxide, ozone-depleting substances, ozone, water vapor, solar flux, aerosol load, and sea surface
temperature as well as El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), and sudden
stratospheric warmings. Because these parameters vary in time and some of them are correlated [Seidel
et al., 2011], isolating their effects on stratospheric temperatures is highly challenging and prone to large
uncertainties, particularly for a relatively short period of time such as the one covered by this study.

A key outcome of this study is the remarkable coherence in trends derived from AMSU and GPS-RO despite
the hugely different measurement techniques exploited by those systems. The GPS-RO technique, being fully
suitable for benchmark-quality long-term climate monitoring, provides a more detailed view of the lower
stratospheric temperature change, thereby allowing a better understanding of the underlying forcing
mechanisms using climate models. Future RO missions will continue the existing record, potentially becom-
ing the primary source of information on the lower stratospheric temperature in the 21st century.
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